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A~/\0 K1NHIBbH0I-€
RECENT DESCRIPTIONS FROM THE SOVIET UNION
OF EARLY SLAVIC MANUSCRIPTS
DONALD OSTROWSKI

In the 1950's, after a lull of thirty years, specialists in the Soviet
Union resumed publishing descriptions of early Slavic manuscripts.

The

French scholar Wladimir Vodoff surveyed the initial phase of these publ ications to 1968. 1 The present article surveys those descriptions--not
only in catalogs, but also in books and articles--that have appeared
since then.
Problems of resources, limited time, historical circumstances and short-

age of qua! ified personnel

have acted to restrict the number of manu-

scripts described thus far in the Soviet Union, as well as the degree to
which any particular manuscript has been described.

When manuscripts are

not described, or described inadequately, they are in effect lost both to
scholarship and as treasures of historical heritage.

Without such infor-

mation that a thorough description provides it is extremely difficult and
time consuming for a researcher to locate copies of any particular source.

If the researcher overlooks significant copies, the risk increases that
analysis of the source may be faulty.

The editor who pub! ishes a text

without taking into consideration evidence from all the significant
copies. not only is more likely to produce a faulty edition but also is
more likely to lead others astray unintentionally.

Finally, without ade-

quate descriptions those scholars who study the history of the codex, or
(;",) I would like to express deep gratitude to Patricia K. Grimsted,
Lubomyr Hajda, Edward L. Keenan, Hugh Olmsted, S. V. Utechin, William
R. Veder, and especially Daniel C. Waugh for reading drafts of this
article, making many valuable stylistic and substantive suggestions
and bringing to my attention items that I would have overlooked othec
wise.

By the phrase

11

early Slavic manuscripts 11 I mean those copied

before the eighteenth century.
(l) "La publication des catalogues de manuscrits slaves et des inventaires d'archives en U.R.S.S. , 11

2

1970' pp. 29-52.

e_ToumaZ des savants, January-March,

manuscript book, are often deprived, through no fault of their own, of
some very valuable information. 2

Any serious research on early Slavic

culture, history, or literature begins with adequate manuscript descriptions.

When

began examining early Slavic manuscripts, I established for myself

as a researcher ten distinguishing characteristics that I felt were indi2
pensable for me to know about each manuscript.

It might not be complete-

ly inappropriate, therefore, for me to apply these distinguishing characteristics as criteria in order to evaluate descriptions that have come

from the Soviet Union.3
1,

The most important component of a manuscript description is identi-

fication (as thorough as possible) of the contents of a manuscript.

It

is useful when the description provides the folio numbers of the beginning anj end of each item, the title of each written work more or less
exactly as it is given in the manuscript, and the beginning (incipit) and
ending (explicit) words of the text.

Many nineteenth-century Russian

descriptions gave no foliation or only the beginning foliation (sometimes
only the recto number even when an item began on the verso of the fol io). 4
Such practice made for imprecision in determining how much of a work was
(2) About the importance and problems of manuscript work, see, ~.g., the
insightful essay of Paul Oskar Kristel ler, "Tasks and Problems of
Manuscript Research," Codi'cologfoa, vol. 1, 1976, pp. 84-90; for the
study of manuscripts as archeological objects, see L. M. J. Delaiss~.
"Towards a History of the Medieval Book," Codicologica, vol. 1, 1976,
pp. 75-83; for the fontological aspects of descriptions, see A, H.
AilbWH~,

11

J.1CT04HMK0BeA4eCKHe

aq,eKTbl Hay'4Horo onHCaHHR

PYKOnHceCi, 1'

Ilpo6ne.Mm Hay,,Ho20 onucaHwi py,<:anuceu u ¢aKcw,,i~bH020 U30aHwi naMRmHUK08 nucll/oleHHocmu. Bceco103Ha.R Half"Ha.R KOH¢epeH~Wl. JleHuH2pao, 14-16
¢e8pa./!Jl 1979 c, Te3ucm OoK.!la008, Leningrad, 1979, pp. 6-7.
(3) For slightly different views concerning what i·s important in a manuscript des er ipt ion, see r•J.1HCTPYKIJ."1.R AI1fl cocTa011eHHfl KaTanoroe APeBHL-1X

cnaBRHCKHX PYKOnHce~, 11 Slavia, vol. 32, 1963, pp. 240-250; and A. C,
nHxa4eB, TeKcmMozwi Ha 1'1Cllnep~e pyccKou nwnepamypm X-XVII 88. ,
Moscow-Leningrad, 1~62, pp. 109-112. See also A, C. nHxa4ea, "3aAa4H
COCTaeneHH.R MeTOAHK on1o1caHH.R cnae.RHopyCCKHX PYKOnHceH," Apxeocpa,¢u'leCKUCi exewOHUK 3a 1972 200, Moscow, 1974, pp. 234-242 and C, M.
KawTaHoe; OtlePKU pycCKou O~OML:ZmuKU, Moscow, 1970, pp. 218-243 on
codicological aspects.

(4) See, e.g., A. E, BH1<ropoe, Onucu pyKanucHmx co6paHuu 8 KHU20xpaH~-

1890; and K. Kana~AOBH4 and n.
Crpoee, 06cmoRTnMbHOe anucaHue c=8RHO-poccuucKUX py,<:anuceu, xpaH.RUjuxcR ~ MocK8e 8 CJuonuomeKe, ,
Toncmo20, Moscow, 1825.

uu;a;r ce8epHou Poccuu, St. Petersburg,

3

included, especially since incipits and explicits were almost never given.
Sometimes an arbitrary modern designation for a work is given instead of
the title in the manuscript.

But inconsistency in designation creates

difficulties in determining which redaction, or even which work, is located there. 5 Of course, one would I ike to see identification of the redaction according to a published version of the text.

But, given the

state of published editions (although this has been improving), the describer of a manuscript cannot always identify redactions accurately.
Therefore, an incipit with exact title could help a future researcher,
who is investigating a particular source, to determine at a glance to

which group the copy belongs.

While omissions of folio numbers, exact

titles, incipits, and explicits are merely inconvenient for researchers

who are able to examine the manuscripts de visu, for scholars who do not
have ready access to the manuscripts these omissions can be extremely
frustrating.
It is also useful when the description identifies a work as a translation, especially if that work is published elsewhere in the original language.

Since estimates of the amount of translated I iterature in Early

Rus' run as high as 95% of the total literary production, it is important
to devise a system of identifying translations.

For example, texts could

be compared with the repertories for Greek and Latin texts compiled by
the Society of Bollandists in Belgium. 6

(5) For example, in a recent catalog of the Synodal Collection at the
Historical Museum in Moscow, the compiler cites a fifteenth-century
copy of the Life of Leontij of Rostov (T. H. npoTacbeea, OnucaHue
pyKonuceu CuHooa.t1bH020 conpaHUR, vol. 2, 1974, p. 59). Besides the
fact that the foliation is not clearly given, she does not provide
the incipit. V. 0. Kljucevskij identified six redactions of the
Life of Leontij, only one of which he assigned to the pre-sixteenthcentury period (B. 0. Krn0~eecK~~. JJ,peeHepycCKU.fl XllmUfl ce.Rmtizx KaK
ucmopu~ecKUu ucmo~HUK, Moscow, 1871, p. 4). Is the Synodal copy representative of that redaction, or of one of the other five? Without incipits we have no way of telling besides looking at the manuscript (my thanks to Richard Bosley of Yale University for pointing
out this example to me). While working on the Decisions for the Cou~
cil of 1503, I was able tentatively to place the Uspenskij copy of
the Great Menology closer to the Carskij copy than to the St. Sophia
copy on the basis of the incipit provided in Archimandrite losif's

4

nooponHoe 02.11aefieHue BefiuKux ~embux-MuHeu ecepoccuucK020 MUmponofiuma
MaKaPUR, Moscow, 1892, col. 476.
(6) Bibliotheca hagiographica graeca, updated and enlarged by F Halkin,
3 vols., Brussels, 1957 (Subsidia hagiographica, Ba); Auctarium,

2.

Formal identification of the manuscript including present and former

code numbers, approximate date of compilation, format, and total number

of folios.

3.

References to previous descriptions and catalog listings.

4. Information concerning the type and approximate date of binding,
evidence of previous bindings, and so forth. 7
Brussels, 1969 (Subsidia hagiographica, 47); BibZiotheca hagiographica Zatina antique et mediae aetatis, 2 vols., Brussels, 18981901 (Subsidia hagiographica, 6); Supplement, Brussels, 1911 (Subsidia hagiographica, 12). Migne's compilations might also be helpful:
Jacques Paul Migne', PatroZogiae cursus compZetus. Series Zatina, 221
vols., Paris, 1844-1864; A. Hamman, SuppZementum, 5 vols., Paris,
1958-1974; and Jacques Paul Migne, PatroZogiae cursus compZetus.
Series graeca, 161 vols., Paris, 1857-1866. Francis Thompson is currently compiling a guide to early Slavic translations from Greek.
See Francis J. Thompson, "A Guide to Slavonic Translations from Greek
Down to the End of the Fourteenth Century," in C.!laBRHCKa na.!leo2pa¢UJJ
U OW1.!laMamUKa, /JOK.!1a0U U CbO(¼eHUJl om CeMUHapa no C.!laBJlHCKa na.!le02pa¢UJl u OW1.flOMDJ71UJ(a, eds. Eop.RHa Be.!l~eea, et al., Sofia, 1980, pp.
27-37. A recent introductory survey of the Byzantine manuscript heri

tage is E. 3. rpaHcTpeM, 11 B1tt3aHTHHcKoe pyKonHcHoe Hac.neAHe H APeBHRR ...

cnaBRHo-pyccKaR mnepaTypa," llymu U3y~eHUJJ opeeHepycci<:ou .!lumepamypt,t u
nuc1>~eHHocmu, Leningrad, 1970, pp. 141-148. See also her valuable
work in pinning down translations of John Chrysostom's compositions
into Slavonic and their locations: E. 3. rpaHcTpeM, "HoaHH 3naToycT
B 11peBHei1 pyccKoi1" IO)l{HocnaBRHCKOH nHCbMeHHocrn (XI-XIV BB.).," TpyO!JI
Omc:"1(1 opeeHepycci<:ou .!lumepamypt,t (TO[lPJI), vol, 29, 1974, pp. 186-193;
anc ::: • 3.

roaHCTpeM,

11

HoaHH 3.naToycT s APeBHeH pyccKolll

a.1

IO)l(Hocnaa~Hc-

KO>· 1HCbMeHHocrn (XI-XV BB,) , 11 7VJIPJI, vol. 35, 1980, pp. 345-375.
For 3 provocative essay on the question of what was being translated
and why, see Francis Thompson, "The Nature of the Reception of Christian Byzantine Culture in Russia in the Tenth to Thirteenth Centuries
and Its Implications for Russian Culture," SZavica Gandensia, vol. 5,
1978, pp. 107-139. For a detailed analysis of the scientific literature, see thor Sevcenko, "Remarks on the Diffusion of Byzantine Scien
tific Literature Among the Orthodox Slavs," Slavonic and East Europe:
an Review, vol. 59, 1981, pp. 321-345.
(7) Besides articles by S. A. Klepikov ( 11 H3 HCTOP"" pyccKoro XYAO)l{eCTBeH-

Horo nepenneTa," HHuea. Hcc.!leooeaHUJJ u =mepua.!l1>1, vo 1 . 1 , 1959, pp.
98-166; "OpHaMeHTanbHble yKpaweHHR nepenneTOB KOH4a xv nepBOH nonoBHHbl
XV 11 BeKoB B pyKoncRx 6H6nHoTeKH Tpo'14e-Cepn1eBa MOHaCTblPR," Sanuci<:u
Omoe.!la pyi<:onuceu JT.,JJ, vol. 22, 1960, pp. 57-73; and fn. 47 below)
very 1 ittle has been published on Slavic bindings since the outstanding work of Simoni: n. K. C'1MOH'1, On1>1m c~opHui<:a ceeoeHuu no ucmopuu
u mexHui<:e i<:HuzonepeMemHozo xyoCXJK:ecmea Ha Pycu, np=1JU!ecmeeHHO e oonempoeci<:oe epe.wi, c XI no XVIII cmo.!lemue BK.!l10t1Ume.!l1>Ho. Tei<:cm1>1 mepUa.!l1>1
CH~KU (= naMRTH'1K'1 APeBHeH n'1CbMeHHOCT'1" '1CKYCCTBa, vol.
122), St. Petersburg, 1903. One hopes that the posthumously published work of E. Laucevicius (XV-XVII a. knygu irisimai Lietuvos

=-
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5.

General information concerning the numbering of folios (for example:

how many foliations; which one is being followed; blank pages; pages
omitted in numbering; numbers used twice or more; and so forth).

6.

Watermarks (with folio locations) for manuscripts on paper.

logs have been notoriously chary on watermark information.

Cata-

Nineteenth-

century East Slavic descriptions rarely gave any indication of watermarks.

The date of a manuscript seems to have been calculated almost

solely on the basis of handwriting.

Then, it was fortunate whenever the

manuscript was dated to the right century.

Recent descriptions from the

Soviet Union have provided some information, but rarely with indication

of folio locations, or typicality of the mark in the codex (is it a remnant of paper or a run?), or with any accuracy. 8
7.

Types of hand (with folio locations).

Such information has been sub-

sumed for the entire codex under one or another general designation, such
as

11

semi-uncial

11

tion of the two.

(no11yycmae), or

11

cursive 11 (cKoponucb) or some combina-

Indication of changes in hand is rarely given. 9

bibii~tekose, Vilnius, 1976) will act as a stimulus to study of Slavic manuscript bindings.

(8) See Waugh's comments on the problems of accuracy in Soviet watermark
identification: Daniel C. Waugh, "Soviet Watermark Studies--Achievements and Prospects," Kritika, vol. 6, 1970, pp. 78-111. See also
the remarks of T. V. Dianova in

11

MeTOA AaTHPOBKH AOKyMeHTOB

BOA.AHblX aHaKos 1-1 np1-1Hu,Hnb1 ny6m,1Kau.v1111 ¢1,,1nvirpaHe'1

c

noMOll.lblO

,i 1 Apxeocpaifru1..lec'K'I.A,U,

exe200HUK 3a 1974 200, Moscow, 1975, pp. 58-59, where she takes issue
with some of the parameters Waugh proposed for identifying watermarks.
Recent exceptions to the general Soviet insouciance in the filed of
watermark studies can be seen in the works of Arnosov, Dianova,
KaStanov, and Kloss:
A. A. AMocos, 11 K sonpocy o apeMeHH npoi,,cxo)f{Ae~

HR nH~esoro csoAa HsaHa rpo3Horo," Mamepua//1Jl u cooroieHwi no ¢oHOOfa!
Omo= PYKOnUCHOU u peOKOU KHU2U, Leningrad, 1978, pp. 6-36; T. B.
,U1.1aHosa,

11

K sonpocy o 0peMeH1.1 C03AaH"1fl pyKon1.1c1,,1 n1,,1cKape0cKoro neTo-

nHc~a, '' Jlemonucu u xpoHuKU. 1 J ?6 2. M. H. Tuxo1>1upoe u JZemonuceeeoeHue, Moscow, 1976, pp. 142-147; C. M. KawTaHoB, "no cneAaM TPOH~KHX
KOnHHHblX KHHC XVI B.," 3anucKU OmoeJUl pyKonuceu IEJI, vol. 38, 1977,
pp. 30-63 and vol. 40, 1979, pp. 4-58; 6. M. Knocc, "AeRTenbHOCTb
M"1TpononH4b€~ KH"1rOnHCHO~ MaCTepCKO~ B 20-x--30-x roAaX XVI BeKa H
npoHCXO)f{A€HHe H"1K0H0BCKO~ neTonHCH, 11 )JpeeHepycC1<oe UC7tYccmeo. P-yKonuCHCl.R KHuca, vol. 1, Moscow, 1972, pp. 333-335, where he corrects
the watermark dating of the Joasaf Chronicle made by A. A. Zimin;
11
idem, ' 1H1.1n CopcKH~ "" H1,1n none0-- 1 cn1,1caTe111.1 KH"1r, '
JJpeeHepycct<:oe
ucKyccmeo. PyKonucHCLR KHUca, vol. 2, Moscow, 1974, pp. 155-156; and
idem, HuKoHoecl<Ui1 ceoo u pyccKUe JZemonucu XVI-XVII eeKoe, Moscow,

1980.

6

(9) See H. H. Po30B,

CKoponHcaHHe HJlH cKoponHCb?

06 YTO~HeHHH

8.

Arrangement of quires (or at least an indication of signature mark··

ings).

Information about quires is rarely given; yet it is the basic

unit of analysis because codices were compiled and copied according to
the quire.
9.

Inscriptions.

While it is undesirable to report every stroke of a

pen or pencil, descriptions have tended to provide only those that have

TepMHHa) ," BcnOfalo2ameJ1bHbze ucmopu,iecmte oucuun.rruHl!I, vol. 2, 1969,
pp. 134-143 about the insufficiency of terminology i- describing
types of handwriting. The problem of differentiating between uncial
and semi-unical was discussed in a report at the March 1973 session
of the Archeographic Commission: M. B. KyKywKHHa, "06 onpegeneH1111
ycTaea 1-1 nonyycTaaa npH om1caHHH pyKonviceH, P which was summarized by
Vo rob I ev:
M. H. Bopo6beB, 11 Coeell\aHHe no sonpocaM onvicaHHR APeBHe-

cnasRHCKHX pyKon11ce~, 11 AE sa 1973 200, Moscow, 1974, p. 323. General
problems of the identification of hands were discussed at a conferesce held in April 1971: M. A. Opnosa, "KoH¢epeH4HR, nocsm11eHHaR
MeTOAHKe HAeHTH~HKa4HH n048PK0B B APeBHepyccKoH PYKOnHCHOH KHHre, 11
200, Moscow, 1972, pp. 393·398.
See also the first five

AE sa 1971

articles in the second volume of .l[peeHepycc1(0e uc1<:yccmeo. Py1<:onucHWl 1<:Hu2a, Moscow, 1974, about the identification of handwriting in
early Slavic manuscripts: M. B. lJ.lenKHHa, 11 B03MO>t<HOCTb oTOmAeCTB.neHHfl
no4epKOB 8 gpeaHepycCKHX PYKOnHCRX" (pp. 7-13); H. H. Poaos, "06
11geHTH¢11Ka41111 no4epKOB CTape~WHX PYCCKHX KHHr (XI-XI I BeKa)" (pp. 1417); n. M. KocTP'>X1t1Ha_, 11 0 HeK0Topb1x npHHU.Hnax OTO>KAeCTBJleHHR H Tv1n1-1aa41111 no4ePKOB B pyccKHX pyKon11cRx py6e)l(a XV I ·XV I I seKos" (pp. 18-27);

n. n.

)KyKOBCKaR,

11

3KCJ1"1TTepanbHble cnoco6bJ onpeA€f1€HHfl pa3HblX no4epKOB 11

(pp. 28-37), and H. C. ¢11m1nnosa, "HgeHT11¢11Ka4HR n11c4os Ha oCHoaaH1111
aHanaaa n11cbMa cKopon11cHblX pyKon11ce~" (pp. 38-57). A recent paleography album from the Historical Museum in Moscow--n. M. KocT1cx11Ha,
HHu:;--we nuct>Mo e Poccuu XVII e., Moscow, 1974--contains 155 photocopy
samples of seventeenth-century handwritrng (pp. 74-228), an analysis
of seventeenth-century semi-uncial (pp. 6-64). and a list of seventeenth-century scribes (pp. 66-72). For an attempt at finding common
principles in the identification of hands in Latin and Cyrillic
alphabets, see B. H. Ma)l(yra, "OTo)l(gecTaneH11e PYKH n11c4a s naneorpa¢1111 "' KOAHKonorn11," BcnOfalozame.!lbHbze ucmopu1<ecm1e c!uCUUYl.!lUHl!I, vo 1.
7, 1976, pp. 272-289. For the praxis of identification see the works
of Kloss and Sinitcyna; 6. M. Knocc, "O cocTaae Kon11~HO~ KHHrn
11
MOCKOBCKoro MHTpono1u1~bero AOMa,
BcnOJvlOCame.ll'brttJZe ucmopu'l.l.ecKUe Ouc~uYl./lUHbZ, vol. 5, 1973, esp. p. 109, where gives a detailed breakdown in
eluding folio locations of all the hands in a codex; idem, "Ae,nen•-HOCTb," pp. 329-333; H. 6. C11H114b1Ha, KHH)l(HblH MacTep M11)t(a11n Megosap4es, .l[peeHepyCCKOe UCKYCCmBO. PyKOYIUCHWl KHU2a, vol. 1. Moscow, 1972,
pp. 286-317 i idem, "OTO)l(gecTsneHHe no4epKOB PYCCKHX PYKOnHCHblX KH'1C
KOH4a XV-nepsoH nonos11Hbl XV I a. 11 ero TPYAHocrn," flpo6.!le.Ml!I na.neo2pa¢uu u KOOUKO.!l02UU 8 CCCP, Moscow, 1974, pp. 89-113; and idem,
M7.KCW1 I'peK e Poccuu, Moscow, 1976, pp. 12-43 (I questioned the identification of the Russian autograph of Maksim/Michael Trivolis in
KY'itika, vol. 15, 1979, pp. 17-30).

7

a direct connection with dating or attribution.

An equitable balance in

selection of what inscriptions or markings to report would provide rrore

information concer~ing place of copying and history of the manuscript.
10.

Remarks by the compiler of the description concerning any oddities

or special characteristics of the codex, for example,

illuminations,

decorations, or more prosaic considerations of grease or dampness stains,
rulings, prickings, and so forth.

Even a very preliminary analysis can

assist other researchers and stimulate ideas.

All to infrequently are we able to obtain the information we would like
to have about a manuscript from a pub! ished description.

However, it may

be possible to compile substantial data from various references to a manu
script.

Places where information about manuscripts is published can be

broken down into four categories:

(1) reports of archeographic expedi-

tions; (2) archeographic essays; (3) descriptions of individual manuscripts; and (4) catalogs of manuscript descriptions.
What is the status of descriptions by codicologists in the Soviet Union
in each of these categories?
REPORTS OF ARCHEOGRAPHIC EXPEDITIONS
These reports often appear in journals such as Tpy01JI Omoe.tZa opeeHepyccKou
11wr,epamypb1 (TD)JPJI) or Apxeo2pa¢u1<ecia,u eX£2oc!HUK (AE).

They usually con-

tain short, telegraphic descriptions providing minimal information. Their
purpose is to report the discovery of manuscripts and to serve as a description until (or in lieu of) the making of a full description.
where f ram two to seve ra 1 hundred man user i pts can be

11

Any-

descr i bed'' in such

a report.
In the past dozen years, as for the past three decades, the late V. I.
Malysev was an active leader of archeographic expeditions, especially
into Old Believer areas, most notably Ust'-Cil 'ma, in search of manuscripts.

His energetic work in this field is memorialized by the fact

that Pushkin House's Manuscript Division, which he founded over twentyfive yea rs ago, now houses more than 7000 manuscripts, most of which were
gathered on such expeditions. 10 One can only encourage the fol lowing of

8

(10) See MalySev's reports on new acquisitions:

1

B. H. Manb1wee, ' Hoeb1e
11
nocTynneHHH B co6paHHe APeBHepycCKHX PYKOnHCe~ nywKHHCKOro AOMa,

Malysev's example in the searching out of early manuscripts. 11
ARCHEOGRAPHIC ESSAYS
These essays often appear in introductions to publications of texts.

The

information here is fuller than in archeographic reports, but less than a
full description, because the compiler may only be concerned about the
copy of the text that is being published.

Usually, an archeographic

essay describes fewer manuscripts than a catalog does. 12

PyccKWl .rrumepamypa, 1966, no. 2, pp. 217-219; 1967, no. 1, pp. 195197; 1968, no. 2, pp. 201-204; 1969. no. 2, pp. 119-125; 1970, no. 1,
pp, 191-196; 1971, no. 1, pp, 137-142; 1972, no. 2, pp. 177-184;
1973, no, 2, pp. 196-201; 1974, no. 1, pp. 231-237; and B. n.
6yAaparv1H,

11 Hoeb1e nocTynneHv1.A e co6paHHe AP8BHepyccKHX pyKom,1ceiil

nywKHHCKoro AOMa," PyccKWl .11umepamyp:i, 1976, no. 4, pp. 184-188.
(11) For a brief survey of Malysev's work in collecting manuscripts,
B. KyKyWKHHa,

11

PyKonv1c1-1 6v16111-10TeKH AKaAeMvn.1 HaYK

CCCP, co6paHHb1e

npH y4acrnH B. H. Mam,wesa," in PYKonucHoe Hac.11eoue apeeHeii Pycu no
.1>1amepUG.JUZM fl)jUlliliHCK020 oaMa, Leningrad, 1972, pp. 401-405. For a
1 ist of archeographic expeditions of Pushkin House, Leningrad State
University, the Russian Museum, and Archive of the Academy of Sciences from 1965 to 1974, see Jlpee.11exp:iHU.11UUje fl)jUlliliHCK020 oaMa
.11umepamyp:i 1965d974 22,), compiled by B. H. Mam1wes, Leningrad,
1978, pp. 106-110; for a 1 ist of the archeographic expeditions of
the Library of the Academy of Sciences (BAN), see A. A. AMocos and
H.

!1.

6y6Hoe, 11 Hoeble nocTynneHi.1fl e 0TAen pyKon1r1ceiil 6v16.nH0TeK1-1 AH

CCCP B 1955-1976 rr." Supplement 1: "0T4eTb1 06 apxeorpa¢H4eCKHx
3KcneAH4HRx " 06aopb1 HOBblX nocTynneHHi'i pyKonHcei'! B OPPK 6AH CCCP,
ony6nHK0BaHHb1e e 1961-1977 rr. ," Mamepua.11b1 u coo6UJeHUR no rjJoHOOfal
Om,.,e.11a PYKOnuceii u peoKoii KHU2U, edited by M. B. KyKyWKHHa, Lening rad, 1978 pp. 331-333. Various theoretical considerations based on
eleven archeographic expeditions of Moscow State University from
1971 to 1976 were summed up in an article: H. B. noaAeesa, "KoMnneKCHble apxeorpa¢1-148CK"1e 3KCneA"14HH.

Lle1u1, MeTOAHKa, npHHLJ,V1nbl

opraHH3a4HH," HcmopUR CCC?, 1978, N" 2, pp. 103-115. Sixty-four manu
scripts from one of these expeditions were briefly described: T. A~
Kpyrnoea, 11 KpaTKoe onv1caHv1e pyKonv1ceiil, HaiilAeHH~x e 1973 r. Ha
TeppHTOPHH MonAaBcKoi'i CCP "0AeccKoi'i o6naCTH YCCP," H3 ucmopuu
rjJoHooe Ha!f'IHOii 6u6.11uomeKU MocKoecK020 yHueepcumema, edited by Y. C.
Kapnosa, Moscow, 1978, pp. 152-158. For the "First All-Union Conference on Field Archeography," see the reports: A. A. KypHocos and
B. A. YepHblX in Bonpocbz ucmopuu, 1977, N" 4, pp. 141-145; M. n.
MHpoHeHKo in AE 3d 19?? 200, Moscow, 1978, pp. 370-373; and M. n.
MHpoHeHKO and B. B. Mopoaos in CoeemCKue apxuem, 1977, N" 2, pp. 119121.
(12) See, for example, the archeographic essays: 0. A. AepmaBHHa,
CKa3aHue Aep:iaMWl fla.11u4mHa, Moscow-Leningrad, 1955, pp. 64-92; A. A.
3HMHH and~- C. nypbe, floc.11aHUR HocurjJa B0.11o4Ko2o, Moscow-Leningrad,
1959, pp. 98-136 and 289-295; and A. A. 3HMHH, Co~UHeHUR H. flepeceemoea, Moscow-Leningrad, 1956, pp, 78-120.
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V. A. Kuckin's essay on sixty-six copies of the Tale ConcePning Mixail of

TveP' is an outstanding example of an archeographic essay. 13 In addition
to the present code numbers, he usually provides for each manuscript a
brief designation (for example, "Codex of Lives of Russian and Byzantine
Saints 11 ) , previous descriptions, some watermark information (but no folio

locations or indications of typicality of the mark for that codex), a co~
jecture on date of the manuscript, location of the Tale ConoePning Mixail,
and some peculiarities of that copy.

Sometimes he provides total number

of folios, type or types of hand (for example, "The manuscript was written with various hands, semi-uncial and cursive 11 or
(noi,epKU /Xl3Hl!le), and an inscription or two.

11

various hands"

Infrequently, he will name

some or all of the other works in the codex, but only if they have some
direct relationship to Mixail of Tver'. or when they are not noted in a
previous description.

Also Kuckin provides only the modern titles for

works, not the heading in the codex, nor incipits or explicits.

But, given the format of an archeographic essay and what Kuckin set out
to do, one should not fault him for the information that he does not include.

Many descriptions in catalogs where one expects fuller informa-

tion are often not as thorough as KuCkin

1

~

is.

N. S. Demkova's archeographic essay on copies of three redactions of the

Life of Avvakum is sparse in comparison. 14

She gives code numbers, form-

er numbers [!], format, location of the Life in the codex, approximate
date of the codex, and remarks.

These remarks could have been the basis

for providing information of some value.

Instead, Demkova often is con-

tent to state that the manuscript has been described elsewhere.

Frequen!

ly, this other "description" provides only the same information that she
has just given. 15 Very little is gained by having the other reference,

(13) B. A. Ky4KHH, Iloeeorrru o MuxaU!le TeepcKOM, Moscow, 1974, pp. 33-74.
(14) H. C. AeMKosa, )Kumue npomonona AeeaKYMa, Leningrad, 1974, pp. 12-66.
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Not all of this chapter is concerned with the manuscript copies.
After each section that describes manuscripts she has a longer section discussing the relationship of the redactions. Only about four
teen of the fifty-four pages deal solely with the fifty-six manuscript copies. Although she has more information (contents, handwriting) about some copies in the sections devoted to redactions, it
is not much.
(15) For example, she refers often to the article: B. H. Man~wes,
113aMeTKa o pyKom-1CHblX cnHcKax }1(1,1TH.A npoTonona AeeaKyMa

(MaTep1,1aJ1bl AJlR

because only the minimum amount of information (essentially present location of the manuscript, folio number of the Life within it, and some idea
of date) is given i·n both. 16
Two of the articles in a recent collection devoted to the IzboI'nik ,,f
1073 contain archeographic information about manuscript copies of that

compilation. 17

K, M. Kuev's article barely meets the promise in the

title of being merely ''observations'' (Ha6JZroeHwi).

For nineteen codices

he gives the current code number, format, number of folios, approximate
date of copy (without indication how the date was arrived at), type of
script, redaction, reference to fullest description, and comments con-

cerning what is known about where the codex was and when.

The other

article, written by L. P. Grjazina and N. A. Scerbaceva, contributes much
fuller information about one of the manuscripts that Kuev covers and
about eleven other manuscripts that Kuev does not cover.

A comparison

of the descriptions of the manuscript (r6n, BonoK. 496) that the two
articles have in common shows that in addition to the information Kuev
provides, Grjazina and Scerbaceva give the designation as it appears in
the codex, incipit of the codex, watermark information (although without
foliation or indication of typicality), the fact that fols. l and 196
are blank (these were not counted in Kuev's foliation), size of pages,
binding, inscriptions, the fact that the codex has thick cinnabar sigla
and vja:c' (a type of decorative lettering) in the titles, and citation
6H6J1Horpac)JHH)," TDl{PJI, vol. 8, 1951, pp. 379-397, but only repeats
the information given there (p. 14, N' 5; p. 15, N'N' 11, 12, 14; p. 16,
N'N' 17, 20; pp, 42-43, N' 2; p. 43, N'N' 4, 7; p. 44, N'N' 10, 11). When
there ts so much original research waiting to be published, one expects more than mere repetition from that which is published.
(16) Demkova does make one regrettable excursion into the realm of watermerks, The ms, 6AH, ApymHHHH N' 746, allegedly contains the autograph of Avvakum from 1673 on fols. 189-285v. According to Dianova,
some of the paper of these folios contain a watermark dated by
Gerakl itov to 1681. Could Avvakum have used paper that first made
its appearance eight years after he was supposed to have written on
it? Demkova could have challenged Geraklitov's dating or Dianova's
Identification. Instead, she chose to sidestep the issue by observi·ng that such "facts •
. do not help the dating" (AaHHb1e
He
noMoralClT AarnpoaKe) (p. 21 fn. 19).
(17) K. M. Kyea, Apxeorpac)JH~ecKHe Ha6n~AeHHR HaA C6opH'1KOM CHMeoHa a
cTapocnaBRHCKHX JlHTepaTypax," in Hs6opHui< 1073 2, CQopHui< cmameu,
Moscow, 1977, pp. 50-56; and n. n, rPR3'1Ha and H. A. ~ep6a~eaa,
"K TeKCTOJlOr'1'1 ~360pH'1Ka 1073 1·, (no PYKOn'1CRM rocyAaPCTBeHHOH
6H6nHoTeKH CCCP HM. B. ~. neHMHa)," ibid. , esp. pp. 82-89.
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of the Inventory of 1573 concerning the codex.

It is clear that the sec-

ond description shows much more thorough analysis, and is thereby more
valuable for res ea rche rs.
At this point I might mention other recent examples of archeographic
essays.

N. N. Pokrovskij provided extensive descriptions of three manu-

scripts that contain copies of the trials of Maksim Grek and Isaac
Sobak.H

L.A. Dmitriev provided very brief descriptions (code numbers,

designation, date by century, folio numbers of the studied text) of
more than 475 codices containing saints' l ives. 19
brief information (designation, code number,

V. I. Buganov provided

item, type of hand, date,

format, total folios, and sometimes watermark information or brief com-

ment) of sixty-eight copies of Service Books. 20

V. M. Zagrebin described

forty Serbian manuscripts in the Pogodin Collection of the Public Library
in Leningrad. 21

T. S. lvanova discussed the Tver' Collection in TsGADA. 22

G. V. Markelov and S. V. Frolov provided information about three manuscripts from the sixteenth century in Pushkin House. 23 Ja. N. ~capov pr9
vided descriptions, which are mainly valuable for their watermark informa
tion, of codices containing early copies of the Rule of Vladimir. 24

N.B.

Sinitsyna described thoroughly over ninety codices containing works attri
buted to Maksim Grek. 25 Archeographic essays appear in result publications of chronicles. 26

R. P

Dmitrieva provided brief descriptions of

(18) H. H. noKpOBCKHH, CyoH~e cnucKU MaKCW1a I'peKa u HcaKa Co6aKU, Moscow, 1971, pp. 10-19.

n. A. ~MHTpHeB, JKumuuH~e no6ecmu pyccKoco ce6epa KaK nawunHuKU
.aumepamy~ XIII-XVII 66., Leningrad, 1973, pp. 271-292.
I
(20) B. ~. 6yraHOB; "OnHcaHHe cnHCKOB pa3PRAHblX KHHr XV 11 BB." AE 3a
1972 ioo, Moscow, 1974, pp. 276-282.
(19)

(21) B. M. 3arpe6HH, "Cep6CKHe PYKOnHCH H3 co6paHl<R M. n. norOAHHa,"
AE 3a 1973 wo, Moscow, 1974, pp. 188-199.
(22) T. C. HBaHoBa, "KonneK~HR rocyAapcTBeHHblx H 4acTHblX aKTOB noMeCTHoBOT4HHHblX apxHBOB XVI-XIX BB.," AE 3a 1973 ioo, Moscow, 1974, pp.
210-218.
(23)

r B. MapKenoB and C. B. <!>ponoB, "CTporaH0BcK1<e pyKonHrn B nywKHHCKOM
AOMe," llawunHuKU KY.llbmy~. Ho6~e orniqn,tl11UJl. fluct,J,1eHHOcmb. HcKyccm60.
Apxeo.aoiw,. ExecOOHUK 1975, Moscow, 1976, pp. 70-72.

(24) R.H. manoB, JJpe6Hepycc,cue KH.RXeCKUe ycm:i6~ XI-XV 66., Moscow, 1976.
(25) H. 6. C1<H1<~b1Ha, MaKCUfal I'peK 6 Poccuu, Moscow, 1977, pp. 223-279
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(26) llo.11Hoe co6paHue pyccia,x .aemonuceu (llCPJI), vol. 33, 1977, pp. 3-9;
llCPJI, vol. 34, 1978, pp. 3-7

approximately 350 codices that contain the Tale About Peter and Fev-

roniia.27

Ja. S. Lur'e and Ju. D. Rykov provided various amounts of

information about more than 100 codices that contain parts of the Correspondence attributed to Ivan IV and Andrej Kurbskij. 28
DESCRIPTIONS OF INDIVIDUAL MANUSCRIPTS
A description of a single manuscript may appear as an article in a journal or sometimes as an introduction to a published text based on a single manuscript.

The information here is often the best available and

most extensive description of a particular manuscript. 29
In this category, scholarship in the Soviet Union has produced an outstanding example in the past few years--the description of the Uspenskij
Codex. 30

This is an extremely thorough description as is clear from the

sub-hea~ings:

"Concerning the manuscript and its publications" (pp. 4-

7); "Composition of the manuscript" (pp. 8-10); "Paleographic descrip-

tion and binding" (pp. 10-24), which includes subsections on: "Binding''
(pp. 10-11), "The Parchment" (pp. 12-13), "Rulings

for the text" (pp.

13-14), "Quires, their composition and numeration'' (pp. 14-16), "The

ink" (p. 16), "Cinnabar" (pp. 16-17), "Ornament" (pp. 17-19), "Analysis
of the handwriting" (pp. 20-24); also "Time and place of copying of the
manuscript" (pp, 24-25); and "Reproduction of the text" (pp. 26-28).
The table of contents of the book acts as a table of contents for the
codex.

n addition, all the words and their forms that appear in the

codex are given in an indes (pp. 500-752).
Although I am not In a position to evaluate the accuracy of the description without access to the codex, I can certainly applaud an attempt at
such thorough work.

First, it gives to researchers who do not have

(27) P. n. AMHTpHeea, floBecmb o flerrrpe u ~eBpoHuu, Leningrad, 1979, pp.
147-208.
(28) ii. C. nypbe and lJ. A. Pb1Koe, "Apxeorpa<)M4eCKH~ 063op," in flepenuci,:a
HBaHa I'po3Ho20 c AHopeeM l{yp6cm1.M, Leningrad, 1979, pp. 250-351.
(29) Examples of this type are: n. H. nywKapee, ·~ eonpocy 06 H3AaHHH
cnHCKH UapcKoro Co¢H~cKoH I neTonHcH," flpo6AeMm ucmo~HuKoeeoeHwi,
vol. 8, 1959, pp. 432-444; K. H. Cep6HHa, "O npoHCXO>KAeHHH c6opHHKa
~ 645 CHHOAanbHOro co6paHHR rocyAaPCTBeHHoro HCTOPH4eCKoro My3eR,"

Bonpocm co~uanbHo-eKOHOMU~eCKUu ucmopuu u ucmo~HuKoeeoeHwi nepuooa
¢eooanu3MO. e Poccuu, Moscow, 1961, pp. 237-241.
(30) YcneHCKUU c6opHUK XII-XIII BB., publication prepared by o. A.
KHR3eecKaR, B, r. AeMbRHOB, and M. B. nRnoH under the editorship of
C.H. KoTKOB, Moscow, 1971, esp. pp, 4-28.
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access to the codex an abundance of material to work with.

Second, those

researchers who do not have access will have an easier task since they do

not have to break new ground in figuring out the make-up of the codex,
but can make adjustments as needed. 31 In addition, the codicological
analysis of individual manuscripts contributes to our understanding of
their composition and of the times in which they were compiled.
A number of articles have appeared that analyze individual manuscripts.
A. A. Amosov analyzed the watermarks, handwriting, quires, and chronological layers in the ms. urAM, ct,. 1196, on. 3, A· 4a, a collection of
documents. 32 G. M. Proxorov provided a detailed discussion of the ms.
rn6, F. IV.2, which contains the Laurentian Chronicle. 33 0. A. Knjazevskaja of a manuscript a Moscow University--2Ag80. 34 She also gave a
brief report on her thesis work involving the Apostolos r~M, C,1HOA, f 7} 5

G. V. Popov provided an analysis of another Moscow University manuscript

r

2Ag78. 36

V. Raudjaljunas devoted separate articles to describing

Ukrainian copies 37 and the Cudov copy (r~M. 4YAOB.

r

364) 38 of the

(31) Although criticisms have been made of the description of the
Uspenskij Codex, it should be understood that these criticisms are
mainly concerning degree of sophistication. See, e.g., Angiolo
Danti, "The Vision of Isaiah According to the Uspenski i Sbornik. A
Critical Analysis of the Text," Minutes of the Semina.r in Ukruinian
Studies Held at Harvard University, W 9, 1978-1979 (forthcoming).
(32) A. A.

AMocos, 11 KonHHHafl KHHra AHTOH1i1e0a-C1,,1HcKoro MOHaCTblPR,

11

AE

3a

1971 200, Moscow, 1972, pp. 276-282.
(33)

r.

M. npoxopos,

11

KoAHK011ora..1L1ecK1-1H aHa111,1a JlaspeHTbescKoH neTonvicv1, 11

BcnoM02ame.111JHb1e ucmopuiiecKUe ouci,un.11uH111, vo 1 • 4, 1972, pp. 77-104.
(34) O. A. KHA3eBCKaA, "PyKon,1cs EeaHren,1A Xt 11 "· ,13 co6paH'1A MocKoecKoro YH" eepc,1TeTa,'' PyKonucHWl u neiiamHwi KHU ca e ¢oHoax HayiiHou
rud.11UomeKU MocKOBCKoco yHueepcumema, vol. 1, Moscow, 1973, pp. 518.
(35) 0, A. KHA3eBCKaA, "06 OAHoi:i pyKon,1c,1 XIII"· ,13 PocToBcKoi:i KH'1ronHcHoH MacTepcKoH

(rpa¢1-1Ko-na11eorpa¢1-11..1ecKoe on1,1caHv1e), 11 HcmopuR

cme.RHCKUX .R3b/KOB u nuctJMeHHocmu (Te3UCbZ 00K.11aooe}, Moscow, 1973,
pp. 16-17.
(36) r

8. nonoe, "n.,~eeoe eeaHren,1e c '3an,1cs10 1514 , . ' " ero MecTo e

MocKOBCKOM HCKyccTse

nocneAHeH

TpeTvi

XV

ts. ,

11

Py,<onucHCLR u netiamH.a.R

KHUca e ¢oHoax HayiiHou 6u6.11uome,cu Moc,coec,co20 yHueepcumema, vol. 1,
Moscow, 1973, pp. 19-40.
(37) 8. PayAernoHac (Raudel iunas), "YKpa,1HcK,1e cn'1CK'1 8Toporo n,1T0BcK0ro
CTaTyTa," Aµruebz YKpaUHbl, 1973, r 4, pp. 69-76.
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(38) 8. PayAAnt<JHac (Raudel iOnas), "4nAOBCK'1H cn,1coK 8Toporo n,1T0BcK0ro

Second Lithuanian Statute.

V. F. Pokrovskaja provided a description of

the ms. DOHH, H. n. DHxa4eB W 365 from the late fifteenth/early sixteenth
century.

39

Amosov did a codicological analysis of a part from one manu-

script that contains the handwriting of Mixail Medovarcev. 40

V. S.

Golysenko provided a detailed discussion of a Service Book (W 1), which
had been restored at the end of the eighteenth century, and a Gospel

(W 19) both from the early sixteenth century now located in the Institute
of Russian Language. 41

Ja. A. Kim did a detailed codicological and

linguistic analysis that led him to date a parchment gospel in the Lenin
Library to the fourteenth or fifteenth century. 42 T. N. Kopreeva discussed the ms. rn6, norOAHH W 1032. 43 Proxorov analyzed the ms. xrH6,
W 816281 from Xarkiv Library. 44 And E. Ja Blagova provided information
about the ms. rHM, XnYAOB W 55. 45
Recen~'y, descriptions almost as thorough as the one for the Uspenskij
codex were provided for three other codices:

a sixteenth-certury codex

that contains a translation into East Slavic of Liber ruralium commodorum

written by Petrus de Crescenti is (Pietro dei Crescenzi) in Latin in

CTaTyTa," Tpy&z AKaOeJ><UU HayK JlumCCP, CepHR A, 06UleCTBeHHble HayKH,
vol. 4, 1973, pp. 67-76.
(39) B. ¢. noKpOBCKaR' DeTOnHCHbl~ CBOA 1488 r. '13 co6paHHR H. n.
DHxa4eBa, flaMJIJ7/HUKU KYJZbmypm. Hoeme omKµbzmwi. flucbfaleHHOcmb.
Hceyccmeo. AµreoJZ02wi. &e200HUK 1974, Moscow, 1975, pp. 28·32.
( 40) A. ,'\. AMocoe, "H3 HCTOPHH KOAeKca c6opHHKa A. 193 ApxaHreJlbCKoro
co6paHHR PO 6AH CCCP '" PYKDnUCHble u peoKUe ne11amHbze KHU2U B rfioHoax
5u6JZUOmeKU AH CCCP. C6opHUK Hay'IHbiX mpyooe, Leningrad, 1976, pp.
34-42.
( 41) B. C. r OJlblWeHKO' "Ase PYKOnHCH xv I ". '13 co6paHHR HHcnnyTa pyCCKOro
R3bJKa AH CCCP," Hcmo11HUKU no ucmopuu pyccK020 .R3b1Ka, edited by C. H.
KoTKOB and B. A. J:lepRrHH, Moscow, 1976, pp. 225-232.
(42) A. A. KHM, K AaTHPOBKe BonoroACKoro eeaHrenHR PyKonHCb r6n, ¢. 354,
W 1) , " Hcmo11HUKU no ucmopuu pyccK020 .R3bZKa, edited by C. H. KoTKOB
and B. A. AepRrHH, Moscow, 1976, pp. 232-248.
(43) T. H. Konpeeea, "PyKonHCHbte c6opH'1KH 3H~HKnoneAH4ecKoro cocTaea
XV I eeKoB " cnaBRHo-pyccKoe 8o3pO>KAeHHe (HeKOTOPble Ha6rn1AeHHR HaA
THnonorHe~ >KaHpa no c6opH'1Ky 1032 H3 noroAHHCKoro co6paH'1R) ," f{Hu2a.
Hcc.rieooeaHWl u .MQ171epuaJZm, vol. 32, 1976, pp. 78-92.
(44)

r, M. npoxopoe, "ApeeHe~wai, pyKonHCb c npo'13BeAeH'1RM'1 MHTpononHTa
K'1np'1aHa." flafalJIJ7IHUKU KYJZbmyµbl, Hoeme OmKp1iimU.R. fluCbfalBHHOCmb.
Hceyccmeo. AµreoJZ02wi. &e200HUK 1978, Leningrad, 1979, ppp

17·30.

(45) 3. A. 6naroea, "3Ha4eHHe XnYAOBCKoro c6opHHKa W 55 An" 1>13y4eH'1R
COCTaBa APeBHeillwa,,x cnaBflHCKHX roMHnen14eCK"1ill c6opHl-1KOB,

200,

Moscow, 1979, pp. 163-170.

!I
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the early fourteenth century; 46 a seventeenth-century codex that contains
the Life of Archp1'iest Avvakwn supposedly in his own hand; 47 and a late
twelfth- or thirteenth-century codex that contains East Slavic translations of the Greek saints' 1 ives of Ni font, bishop of Constantia and
Theodore of Studite. 48

One should also note that two facsimile editions

with color plates of every folio in the manuscripts have recently come
out.

The first facsimile is that of the Kievan Psalter of 1397. 49

The

second facsimile is of a seventeenth-century illuminated codex containing the Ta&e About Mamaj's Defeat. 50
The codicological analysis of individual manuscripts contributes to our
understanding of their composition and of the times in which they were
compiled.

One would like to see thorough descriptions, and perhaps fac-

simile reproductions, of al 1 the significant Slavic codices.
CATALOGS OF MANUSCRIPT DESCRIPTIONS
Catalogs are usually devoted to describing the manuscripts in a specific
collection, but other selections of manuscripts to describe are possible.
For example, M. N. Tixomirov described chronicle materials in Moscow
repositories. 51

(46)

Hasu"{XJJ1leAb, publication prepared by B. C. ,on~weHKo, P. B. 6axTYPHHa

and H. C. ~HnHnnoea, under the editorship of C.H. KoTKOB, Moscow,
1973, esp. pp. 82-102.
(47) llycmosepciruu c6opHW<. Aemo2pa¢u co1<uHeHuii Aeeai<YMO u Enurf,crnwi, pre-

pared by H. C. AeMKoBa, H. ~. Apo6neHK0Ba, and
pp. 139-162.

n. H. Ca3oHoea, esp.

(48)

&120Ae1<CUHC1<uu c6opHu1<, prepared by B. ~. Ay6poeHHa, P B. 6axTypHHa
and B. C. 1om1weHKO, under the editorship of C. H. KoTKOB, Moscow,

(49)

Hueec1<W1 llcaAmupb 139? woa us I'ocyoapcmeeHHou lly6AU'<HOU 6u6Auome,ru
w1eHu M, E. Ca.tlm/Jli<oea-[JJeopwta e JleHuH2paoe (OJiall F6) , Moscow, 1978,
with accompanying volume, ,. H. B3opH00, HccAeooeaHue o Kueeci<ou
llcaAmupu, Moscow, 1978, 171 p., 25,000 copies.

(50)

CirasaHue o MaMaeeD.M no6ouuie. Jluu,eea.51 pyi<onucb XVII eem us co6paHWJ
I'ocyoapcmeeHH020 Hcmopu1<ec1<020 Myse;i, Moscow, 1980, 272 p., 50,000
copies.

1977, esp. pp. 7-59.

(51) M. H. THxoMHpos,

K"{XJJ1lirue saMemiru o AemonucHttx npouseeoeHwix e pyi<onucHux co6paHWJX Moci<eu, Moscow, 1962. See also his earlier article
11 .fleTOnHCHble naMRTHHKH

CHHOAanbHOro

Hcmopu,;eci<ue sanuciru, vol.

16

(6b18.

naTpHapwero)

13, 1942, pp. 256-283.

co6paH"1.A' II

The latter item,
because of it relative brevity and stricter limits, t would be more
inclined to classify as a archeographic essay.

D. N. Al 'sic has challenged the prevailing methods of describing manuscripts in collections. 52

He has charged that the present arrangements

of descriptions within catalogs (either by shelf list or by type of manuscript) make for difficulty in locating individual works.

Instead, he

proposes to arrange catalogs topically according to the themes of compositions found within the codices.

But it seems to me that whatever dif-

ficulties Al 'sic is talking about can be remedied by better indexing;
and it does not really matter how the manuscript descriptions are arranged in the catalog.
In the late 1960's and early 1970's a number of catalogs of early Slavic
manuscripts in collections outside Moscow and Leningrad came out.

The

year 1968 saw the appearance of the catalog for the M. N. Tixomirov Collection in Novosibirsk. 53

The collection contains 648 Slavic manuscripts

that had been gathered by Tixomirov and donated to the Siberian Section
of the Academy of Sciences in order to promote the study of manuscripts
in Siberia.

The catalog, compiled by Tixomirov and pub! ished posthumous-

ly, describes 500 of these manuscripts.

For each manuscript, at the very

least, Tixomirov provides code numbers, designation, format, number of

folios, a watermark, type of script, and binding.

The catalog also in-

cludes an alphabetical index of the manuscripts and the publication of

(52) A. H. AnbwHu,,

11

Bonpocb1 Teopvu.1

1-1

npaKn1KH Hay4Horo onv1caH1t1.A

"1CTOP"14eCK"1~ "1CT04H"1Koa," AE 3a 1969 200, Moscow, 1971, pp. 36-53;
i der, Jfcmopu'-1.ecKa.R 1<0Jl.!le1(1,jwi 3pt,1wmxH020 co6p::mwi py;,,:onuceu.
fla.MdflHU1<U XI-XVII BB. OnucaHue, Moscow, 1968, pp. 32-36. See the
criticism of Al 'sic's catalog by Joan Afferica in "Considerations
on the Formation of the Hermitage Collection of Russian Manuscripts," Forschungen zur osteia>opiiischen Geschichte, vol. 24,
1976, pp. 237-282 (republished with changes as "K aonpocy 06
onpeAeneH"1"1 PYCCK"1X PYKOn"1Ce~ M. M. mep5aToaa a 3pM"1Ta~HOM co5paH"1"1
ny5n"14HO~ 5"16n"10TeK"1 "1M. M. E. CanTblKOaa-meAP"1Ha'" TO/IP!!, VO l . 35'
1980, pp. 376-393) and in the review of~- K. 6eryHOB in
CoBemc;,,:ue aµruB111, 1970, N' 4, pp. 112-114.
(53) M. H. T"1XOM"1POB, OnucaHue Tu:coMUpoBc1<020 co6paHWl py;,,:onuceu, Moscow,
1968, 194 p., 2100 copies, For further critical comments, see the
review by 11. K. 6eryHoe in Coaemc;,,:ue aµruab1, 1969, tr 6, pp. 122-124.
Concerning the circumstances of the gathering of some of the manuscripts and their transfer to Novosi·birsk, see B. H. Man•1wee, "06
OAHOM

aamHoM HCT04HHKe

Ti.1xoMv1poecKoro co6paHvifl, ''

WWJJ,

vo 1 .

32,

1977, pp. 395-401, and A. H. Poroe and H. H. noKpoacK"1~, "Co5paH"1e
pyKonHce~ aKaAeMMKa

M. H. THXOMHpoea, nepeAaHHoe CH6HpCKOMY oT-

AeneH"'" AH CCCP (r. Hoeorn5.,,pcK) ," AE sa 1965 200, Moscow, 1966,
pp. 162-172.
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ten rare texts.

In two respects the descriptions are disappointing.

First, the perennial problem of incomplete watermark information.

Sec-

ond, the absence of a ful 1 (or in many cases the absence of any) contents
listing for the manuscripts.

This absence could have been remedied be-

fore publication through revision by one or more of Tixomirov'~ students,

or by means of a supplement.
Three catalogs covering early Slavic manuscripts in the Ukraine came out
during this period.

The first, compiled by the late M. V. Heppener and

his assistants, contains rather extensive descriptions of twenty-eight

manuscripts from the eleventh to the fourteenth century in the Central
Scientific Library of the Ukrainian Academy of Sciences in Kiev. 54 The
catalog con.sists of a nine-and-a-half page foreword; seventy-seven pages
of manuscript descriptions; a 1 ist of abbreviations; a name index; a sub-

ject and geographical index; seven pages of bibliography (rare for works
published in the Soviet Union); resumes in Russian, German, French, and

English; plus thirty pages of reproductions, which run from good to excel
lent in quality.

This is a book of sharp contrasts:

the modest offset

format versus the number and excellence of the reproductions; the generous extent of each manuscript description versus the sparse indexes.

The

descriptions themselves are much more in the form of short essays (replete with extensive footnotes on each manuscript) than in the telegraphic form of most descriptions.

In the foreword the component parts of

each description are listed (p. 5).

One must agree with the sentiments

expressed clearly in the summaries (pp. 109-. 112, 115, and 118) and less
clearly in the Ukrainian original text (p. 11) that completion of the
work that this catalog has begun will involve describing other Slavic
manuscripts from the eleventh through fourteenth century in other cities
of the Ukraine as well as Ukrainian manuscripts from the fifteenth
century.

Two catalogs that appeared shortly thereafter helped to further the reall

( 54) CJ10B I .RHC1'Ki P!fKOYlUCU XI -XI'V cm. y rfjoHoax eiooiJ1y p)fKonucie
L/eHmr;a.tZ1'HOf HO!fKOBOV 6i6J1iomeKU Ai<aoet-1ii HO!fK Y,qx:zfHCbKOV PCP
02J1.RO, onuc, nyfiJ1ii<auiv, compiled by M. B. renneHep with the parti-
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cipation of M. n. Bi3HP and A. B. Wy6HHCbCKH~, Kiev, 1969, 152 p.,
1000 copies. The fact that most of the manuscripts described here
are on parchment makes this the first of three outstanding catalogs
published in the last few years devoted almost exclusively to parchment manuscripts.

zation of this sentiment.

The first catalog presents brief information

concerning 631 documents in the collection of the Kievan Archeographic
Commission. 55 The second catalog contains information about 1133 documents on parchment in the Central Historical Archive in L 'viv. 56 Most of
the L'viv documents are in Latin, but a sizable number are in Polish and
Ukrainian.

tn addition, documents written in Russian, Arabic, Greek,

Italian, German, French, and Czech are also described.

Summaries of the

foreword in Russian, English, and French appear along with the following
indexes:

documents cited, place of composition, the languages of the

documents, personal names, geographical names, and rare words.

Extensive

and thorough indexes are extremely helpful when one uses such catalogs.
Two catalogs, both compiled by V. N. Sumilov, with descriptions of Muscovite documents have appeared in the last ten years.

The first of these

covers fond 135 of the Central State Archive of Early Acts (UrA.QA), an
archive that has not been as extensively described as its importance war-

rants.57

The catalog i's sparsely indexed (with only a personal name in-

dex and geographical index), but merely the appearance of this catalog
represents a giant step forward both practically and symbol l ical ly.

The

other catalog describes documents in the Moscow Chancery Collection in
CGADA. 58 It is better indexed with an extensive name index and a geographical, topographi·cal, and ethnographic index.

In both catalogs the

descript:ons themselves are not as extensive as in the Ukrainian cata-

(55)

l0ma.tlo2 'KOJ1.e1<14ii OO'KYf.4.eHmie Kui·ecb'KOi a'[XXJeo2ra¢i1<Hoi 'KOJ,ticii 1369-

n. A. npo~eHKO, and 3. C. XoMyTe~·Ka, Ktev, 1971, 184 p., 2600 copies. Since thts catalog was given
an extensive review by Omeljan Pritsak in Recen2ija, vol. 3, 1972,
pp. 34-52, I will not comment further on it, except to remark on the
relatively large edit ton (2600 copies)--larger than any of the other
catalogs discussed here--and on the relatively poor quality paper.

1899, compiled by~. n . .QawKeB'14,

(56) Hamw102 nep2at-1eHmHux OO'KYf.4.BHmiB L{eHmro;AbH020 Oe'[X)I/XlBH020 icmopu1<H020
a'[XXJiey YPCP y JlbBOBi 1233-1?99, compi·led by 0. A. Kyn4'1HCbK'1'1 and
E. ~. Pym'1~hK'1i1, Kiev, 1972, 675 p., 1400 copies.

(57) I'ocyoapcmeeHHoe opeeJ1.expaHUAW1Je xapmuu u py'l(onuceu. Onucb OO'KYMeHmaJ1bH111X ;,,u:zmepuaAOB ¢oHoa N 135, compiled by B. H. WyM'1noe, Moscow,
1971, 204 p., number of coptes not given. The book describes 404
documents and is printed on excellent quality paper with several
well-produced illustrations. It is bound in a paper format.

(58) /{HU2U .MOC'KOBC'KUX npu'Ka308.B ¢oHOax lff'AIIA, Onucb 1495-1?18 22.,
compiled by B. H. WyM'1noe, Moscow, 1972, 327 p., 1000 copies, It
!i'sts 3046 documents, i·s printed on poor qua I ity paper, has no
tllustrattons and Is bound in hard cover
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logs, but may be adequate for most purposes.

One cannot help but wonder,

however, why no indication of watermarks is ever given for the documents

on paper.

Even poorly identified, randomly cited, and approximately

dated watermark information, as in a recent publication of 302 Muscovite
documents from the early sixteenth century, 59 is better than no informa-

tion at a 1 l .
Also in the early 1970's the catalog for manuscripts in the Synodal Collection of the Historical Museum in Moscow was completed. 6 0

The descrip-

tion of these manuscripts had been begun by A. V. Gorskij and K. I.
Nevostruev in one of the outstanding catalogs of the nineteenth century.
T. N. Protas'eva completed the description of manuscripts that Gorskij
and Nevostruev did not cover.

Protas'eva had at her disposal unpublished

material of Gorskij and Nevostruev, notes by V. 0. Kljucevskij, and a
typescript catalog compiled by A. D. Sedelnikov in the 1920's, yet her
catalog leaves much to be desired.
Protas'eva has recently published a catalog of another collection for the
Historical Museum. 61

The Cudov catalog shares many of the insufficien-

(59) A,om,1 pycc1<020 wcyoapcmea 1505-1526 22., compiled by C. 6.
BecenoacK~~ et al., Moscow, 1975, 435 p., 3700 copies. The extensive commentary, name index (31 pages), geographical index
(24 pages), and subject and terminological index (15+ pages)
facilitate use of this valuable addition to the published sources.
See the review of Daniel Kaiser in American Historical Review,
VO 1 • 82, 1977, p. 1024.
(60) OnucaHue p!fl(onuceu CuHOOW1bH020 co6rx,HWJ (He eoweOUIUX e onucaHue
A. B. I'opcK020 u H. H. Heeocmpyeea), compiled by T. H. npoTacbeaa,
2 vols., Moscow, 1970-1974, 211, 164 p., 1000 copies for first
volume; number of copies for second volume not given.

See my re-

view in J<r,itika, vol. 12, 1976, pp. 1-15. I might add one typical
and significant example of difficulty in watermark identification.
In Makari i's Great Menology for August (r~M. CHHOA, W 183), one of
the marks cited is "Sphere, Briquet W 39994, 1550." No indication
of typicality or how closely the mark in the ms corresponds to the
mark in the album is made. Since Briquet has only a little over
16,000 watermarks, he cannot possibly have one numbered 39,994.
But what mark is it? The designation "sphere" does not help because spheres were extensively used during this period. The mark
that Protas'eva wanted to designate was "Sphere held by a hand" of
the type Briquet W 13994 = 1550. But a closer identification can
be made with Lixacev W 1667 = 1553 (which was taken from the Great
Menology for November).
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(61) T. H. npoTacbeaa, OnucaHue pyKonuceu ~yooecK020 co6rx,HWJ, Novosibirsk, 1980, 1700 copies.

cies of her earlier catalog:

insufficient information about contents of

each manuscript; beginning fol i·o, but not always ending folio for an
item; no incipits or explicits; scant watermark data (but more than in
her Synodal catalog); mere mention of type of handwriting; no information
about signatures; and inadequate indexing.

For example, under

11

YleaH

(HoaHH) rpo3Hb1i1, ~apb''--eight entries, only six of which actually refer
to Ivan IV, the other two refer to Ivan I 11 (N' 71 and N' 167); under
"HocH<!>: >1ryMeH Bono~KHii"--one entry (N' 294), but his Life also appears
in N' 308 and his letter to Vasilij Ill in N' 236).

On the positive side,

the indexes are divided into name, subject, names that appear in the inscriptions, and geographical

indexes.

And, at last, we have some indica-

tion of what is in the Cudov Collection.
Another catalog about manuscripts in a Moscow collection appeared recently.

This catalog, compiled by N. A. Kobjak and I. V. Pozdeeva, presents

detailed descriptions of fifty-four manuscripts of the fifteenth and sixteenth century recently acquired as the result of archeographic expeditions by representatives of Moscow State University.6 2 For each manuscript they provide its code number, designation, approximate date, format, size, type of hand (but not location), number of folios, watermarks
(but not location), decorative aspects, contents, inscriptions, binding,

and present condition.

lncipits are plentiful and are given in a font

that has old script characters.

For some of the manuscripts the compil-

ers provide brief remarks about peculiarities.

In addition, V, G.

Motovilov discusses in further detail the sixteenth-century bindings of
two of the manuscripts (pp. 179-180).

The book has three indexes--names

of the compositions, personal names, and geographical names--as well as
forty-three plates with illustrations from the manuscripts.

This catalog

does not provide information about foliation, quires, end folios for each
work, explicits, breakdown of the watermarks and handwriting, or bibl iographic references about the compositions.

Nonetheless, this catalog is

clearly above average in amount of information provided.

(62) CftaBRHo-Pyccirue pyKonucu XV-XVI eeKOB Hay<,HOU 6u6ftUomeiru MocKOBCKOcO
yHueepcumema (nocmyYl.fleHUR 1964-1978 2oooe), compiled by H. A. Ko6RK
and H. B. no3Aeeea, under the editorship of H. A- Koeanb4eHKO and
B. A. 4epHblX, Moscow, 1981. 2090 copies.
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G. I. Vzdornov has compiled an art book 63 that contains descriptions of

112 Slavic manuscripts mostly on parchment from the twelfth through the
early fifteenth centuries from Vladimir, Rostov, Ustiug, Riazan'. Moscow,

Tver', Kirillo-Belozersk Monastery, Trinity- St. Sergius Monastery,
Kostroma, Nizhnii Novgorod, Kolomna, Perjaslavl' Zalesskij, and so forth.
The descriptions are arranged topographically according to place of origin, then chronologically.

The volume is lavishly illustrated with many

color plates, in most cases representing the actual size of the folio.
There is also an index to the manuscripts and a name index.

Vzdornov

also supplies extensive bibliographic references for each of the codices.
The catalog recently compiled by Ja. N. Scapov on Slavic manuscripts in
Polish repositories slightly misrepresents itself in the title. 64 As
Scapov pointed out in the introduction, it does not attempt to describe
East and South Slavic manuscripts from Peremysl that were transferred to
the major Polish repository--the National Library in Warsaw.

Neverthe-

less, it is still a valuable work, although it gives an appearance of
having been "slapped together" rather quickly (see especially the writing in by hand of certain Old Slavic letters).
In contrast to the haphazard appearance and inexpensive offset format of
Scapov's catalog, the catalog of parchment manuscripts in the Library of
the Academy of Sciences (6AH) is luxurious both in appearance and in
amount of information given. 65

The compilers have provided us with exac!

ness in detail, excel lent reproductions, generous citing of incipits and
H. B3AOPHOB, HcKyCCmBO KliU2U B opeeHeU Pycu, PyKOnUCHW< KHU2a
Ceee'[X)-Bocmo~nou Pycu XII-na= XV eeKOB, Moscow, 1980, 551 p.

(63) f

25,000 copies.
(64)

ii. H. !llanos, Bocmo~HOC.!1flBJIHCKUe u rncHOC.!1flBJ<HCKUe pyKonucnme KHuzu
e co(,paHUJIX !lO.!lbCKOU Ha'[X)OHOU Pecny6.!lUKU, 2 VO 1s. , Moscow, 1976,

163, 202 p., 350 copies.
PeremySl

For an inventory of 706 mss in the

Collection, see the anonymous

11

PyKom,1c1-1 rp.-KaTom1u,bKOi

nepeM~CbKO"i KaniTyn~,'·' in Analecta Ordinis S. Basilii Magni/3anucKU
~una ce. BacwziJ< B6.!lUK020, Section 2, vol. 9, pp. 235-264, Rome,
1974 (also published in I'o20c.!loeiJ1, vol. 37, 1973, pp. 194-213) ·
My thanks to Professor Frank Sysyn of Harvard University fsr information concerning this catalog. One should also look at Scapov's
article: "Bib! ioteka Polockogo Sofijskogo sobora i bl_bl ioteka
akademij Zamojskoi ," Kul'turnye svjazi narodov Vostocnoj Evropy ~
XVI v., Moscow, 1976, pp. 262-282, where he describes eleven codices
from the Zamoyski Collection now in the National Library.
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(65)

flep2aMeHHbze pyKonucu Fu6.!luomeKU AKaOeMUU HayK CCCP. OnucaHue pycc=

explicits, numerous references, Old Slavic type used to set off citations
from the 195 manuscripts, as well as-a name index, a geographical index,
and an index of the works found in the manuscripts.

This catalog repre-

sents one of the crowning achievements thus far of work in the field of
manuscript descriptions.

Another admirable achievement is the publication of descriptions of six
codices belonging to the fifteenth-century book master, Efrosin, a monk
in the Kirillo-Belozersk Monastery. 66 A special archeographic team under
the aegis of the Academy of Sciences and the guidance of D. S. Lixacev
described these manuscripts according to the rules proposed by an international committee of Slavists and by Lixacev (see fn. 3 above).

An in-

dication of the thoroughness of these descriptions can be conveyed by
pointing out that the description of one of the codices (r6n, KHpHnno6eno3epcKoe co6paHHe, W 22/1099) is 98½ pages long!

For each codex the

compilers provide format, size of folios, dimensions of text, total fol iation (including designation of blank folios), paginations, quire marks,
a discussion of date, a clear attempt to identify aZl the watermarks and
which folios they appear on, all the hands and which folios they appear
on, binding, condition of maintenance, extensive information about inscriptions, previous descriptions and investigations of the codex, and

detailed description of contents (including titles as they appear in the
codex, i1cipits, explicits, and publications of the item),
ample indexes are provided of the following:

In addition,

proper names, titles, in-

cipits (!), geographical designations, and subjects in the compositions.

u c.naeRHCKUX pyJ<onuceu XI-XVI ae~oa, compiled by H. D. 6y6Hoa, 0. n.
nHxa4eaa, and B. <I>. noKpoacKaR, Leningrad, 1976, 235 p., 2400 copies. See the reviews of H. 6. WenaMaHoaa in HcmopuR CCCP, 1978,
tr 1, pp. 199-201, and 0. A. KHR3eacKaR inAE 3a 19?? 208, Moscow,
1978, pp. 340-342. The debt of this catalog to the outstanding work
of the archivist N. B. Tixomirov is obvious; cf. H. 6. THxOMHPOB,
11

KaTanor

pyccK"1X

1,1

cnasflHCKHX nepraMeHHblX

pyKon1,1ceH X 1-X 11

seKOB,

xpaHR~HXCR a 0TAene pyKonHceH rocyAapcTaeHHOH 6H6nHoTeKH CCCP HMeHH
8. ~- neHHHa," 3anuc~ Omoe.rza pyJ<onuceu, vol. 25, 1962, pp. 153-183;
vol. 27, 1965, pp. 93-148; vol. 30, 1968, pp. 87-156; vol. 33, 1972,
pp. 213-220. In Vodoff's article (see fn. 1 above) this series was
mistakenly attributed to M. N. Tixomirov.
(66) M. A. KaraH, H. 6. noHb1pKo, and M. 8. Po>KAeCTaeHcKaR, "OnHcaHHe
c6opHHKOB XV c. KHHronHc~a E¢pornHa," WJ{PJ!, vol. 35, 1980, pp. 3300. See the preliminary report about this project: M.A. KaraH,
H. 6. noHblpKo, and M. 8. PmtcAeCTBeHcKaR, 11 0n1,1caHHe c6opH"1K0B
E<!>POCHHa xv ~. ," AE 3a 19?6 200, Moscow, 1977, pp. 318-319.
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What more can the researcher ask for than that such excellent work be
continued and, perhaps, that it be used as a model for the proposed
union catalog of early Slavic manuscripts currently being worked on by
specialists under the direction of S. 0. Smidt and the auspices of the
Archeographic Corrrnission.
The project of a union catalog was proposed by M. N. Tixomirov at sessions of the Archeographic Commission in October 1960 67 and April 1961 . 68
Tixomirov's proposal had been anticipated several years earlier by E. E.
Granstrem. 69

Tixomirov and Granstrem agreed for the most part on what

the description of each manuscript should contain:

date, designation,

format and number of folios, material (paper or parchment), types of hang
writing, decorations, binding, bibliography of the manuscript and shelf
mark.

They differed slightly about which inscriptions to include (Tixo-

mirov wanted only those that concern the time and circumstances of the
writing of the manuscript; Granstrem wanted also later notes, their content and date).

Granstrem thought the manuscripts should be listed

according to language, then chronologically and alphabetically, while
Tixomirov thought a chronological-alphabetical arrangement with the language indicated for each manuscript was better.

The subsequent decisions

of the project consultants have followed Tixomirov's suggestion on arrangement of the descriptions, while their wider inclusion of inscriptions is more in accord with Granstrem 1 ~ proposal.

(67) Tixomirov's talk and the response to it were first reported by
H. 6. We.naMaHoBa,

11

,0eflTe.nbHOCTb Apxeorpac:t>1-14ecKoH KOM"1CCMl'1 np1,1 OT-

AeneH1-11-1 1-1cTop1-14ecK1-1x HayK AH CCCP 3a 1960 r. ," AE 3a 1960 200,
Moscow, 1961, pp. 368-369, and more fully by H. 6. WenaMaHoBa,
11

0

COCTaB.neHl-11,1

CBOAHOro KaTanora APeBHL-1X pyKon1-1cei::i '

11

J1cmopu:1.,ec'KUU

apxue, 1961, N' 1, pp. 179-181.

The talk itself was eventually
published in ful 1: "/loKnaA M. H. T1-1xoM1-1poea 1960 r. o cocTaeneH1-11-1
ceoAHoro KaTanora APeBH1-1x pyKon1-1ce~," AE 3a 19?1 200, Moscow, 1972,
pp. 368-372.

(68) For a summary of Tixomirov's talk at the April session and the response to it, see~- O. 6eM, 06~ee co6paH1-1e Apxeorpa¢1-14eCKO~
KoM1-1cc1-11-1, Bonpocbz ucmopuu, 1961, N' 12, pp. 121-123, and H. 6.
WenaMaHOBa.

11

tleRTeJ1bHOCTb

Apxeorpa¢1,14ecKoH KOMHCCHl-1 npH 0TAeneHHJ.1

1-1cTop1-14eCK1-1x HaYK AH CCCP 3a 1961 roA," AE
1962, p. 469.

3a

1961

200,

Moscow,

( 69) E. 3. rpaHcTpeM, ''0 noAroToBKe cBOAHOro ne4aTHoro KaTanora
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cnaBRHCKvix pyKon1,1ceYI, 11 C.rtae.R.HC7-Ca.R (PU!lo.1102UR. C6oprtu1< cmameU, vo 1 . 2,
Moscow, 1958, pp. 397-418. Granstrem even provided a list of Slavic
mss from the eleventh to early twelfth century (pp. 412-418).

N. B. Selamanova compiled a preliminary list of Slavic manuscripts
through the fourteenth century for the catalog, 70 and L. P Zukovskaja
compiled an index to accompany it. 71

Sessions of the Archeographic Com-

mission with the participation of leading archeographers in the Soviet
Union were held in 1971 and 1973 to work out the details of the catalog.72

Decisions made at these sessions were later given in the form of

instructions for describing manuscripts. 73
More recently, M, N. Vorob'ev and A. I. Rogov have reported about progress on the preliminary list of fifteenth-century Slavic manuscripts,
which is to be part of the union catalog project. 74

11

(70) H. D. WenaMaHoea,

In their article

npeABap1,ne.nbHbtH cnHcoK cnasF1Ho-pyccKv1x PYKonv1ceH,

xpaHR~~xcR B CCCP," AE sa 1965 eoo, Moscow, 1966, pp. 177-272.
(71)

n.

}l{yKOBCKafl

11
I

naMf1THvlKH

PYCCKOH

v1

CJlaB.RHCKOH

n111CbM€HHOCH1

X 1-X l V

BB. B KH~roxpaH~nH~ax CCCP," Coeemciwe cJ1ae,moeeoe1,ue, 1969, N° I,
pp. 57-71. See also n. n. lKyKoBcKaR, "3aMe4aHHA o •npeABapHTenbHOM
cnt.1cKe

1

1,1

'Cao,[\HOM KaTanore•

cnaBRHCKHX

AP€BHHX PYKon1,1ceH, 11 BonpoCbl

R3blk:03HaHUR, 1969, N° 1 , pp. 98-107.

(72) For the sessions of February 1-4, 1971, see H. 6. WenaMaHoBa,
11

Coaew,aH1,1e no cocTasneH111n CaoAHoro KaTa.nora c.naa.AHo-pyccKv1x pyKo-

nHce~ XI-XIV B~. ," AE 3a 19?1 eoo, Moscow, 1972, pp. 384-391 and
0. n. n1,1xa1.-1eaa, "noArOTOBKa CaoAHoro KaTanora cnaa.AHo-pyccK111x pyKonHce~ XI-XIV BB,, 11 H3eecUR A1<aoeft1uu Hayi< CCCP, Cepu,, JZUmepamypo1 u
R3btk:a, vol. 31, 1972, pp. 97-101.
For the sessions of March 19-23,
1973, see M. H. Bopo6bea,

11

Coaew,aHv1e no aonpocaM on1,1caH111.A APeaHe-

cna 3RHCKHX pyKon~ce~," AE 3a 19?3 eoa, Moscow, 1974, pp. 321-328 and
B. ~. 4epHb1X, 11 Bonpocb1 on1,1caHH.A APeBHHx pyKon111ce~. Cose111aH1-1e s
nereHrpaAe," Hcmopu,, CCCP, 1973 N' 5, pp, 223-225. For a brief
account of the preparation through 1972, see n. n. lKyKoBcKaR, "Pa6oTa

HaA CBOAHblM KaTanoroM cnaB..AHO':"'PYCCKHX pyKom1ce~ 111 HeKOTOPble

BonpOCbl MeTOAHKH YIX onHCaHHR," AE 3Cl 19?2 eoa, Moscow, 1974, pp.
243-247.
(73) n. n. lKyKOBCKaR and H. 6. WenaMaHOBa, "HHCTPYK~~R no onYICaH~IO
cnaBRHo-pyccK~x pyKonHce~ XI-XIV BB. ADR CBOAHoro KaTanora pyKonY1ce~, xpaHR~HXCR B CCCP," AE 3a 19?5 ea(!, Moscow, 1976, pp. 2840, and in a mimeograph publication of 250 copies (Moscow, 1974),
which includes forms for describing manuscripts (pp. 26-37) and a
list of abbreviations (pp. 38-43).
(74) M. H. Bopo6beB and A. 11. PoroB, "K BblXOAY 'npeABapHTenbHoro cnHCKa
cnaBAHo-pyccKYIX pyKon~ce~ XV~., xpaHR~~xcR B CCCP' (An" CBOAHoro
KaTanora pyKonY1ce~, xpaHR~HXCR B CCCP)," AE 3a 19?? eoo, Moscow,
1978, pp. 49-55, The decision to inventory fifteenth-century Slavic
manuscripts in the Soviet Union with a view to including them in the
compilative catalog was made in 1966 and the inventory was begun
shortly afterward.

See WenaMaHosa,

11 CocTasneHHe

'CsoAHoro KaTanora

pyKonHce~, xpaHR~HXCR B CCCP, "' AE 3a 1968 eoa, Moscow, 1970, p. 447.
Early reports of work on this project were given in "O pa6oTe HaA
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Vorob ev and Rogov make this statement about their procedure:
I

"Simi 1ar

attempts at exactness [in dating] create, unfortunately, too great a possibility for the appearance of a mistake" (p. 52).

What is unfortunate

is that their fear of making mistakes leads them to justify inexactness.
One might also question their means of establishing the exact date of
manuscripts "only on the basis of a scribe's inscription" (p. 53).

Such

inscriptions should be checked against other, indirect indications, such
as watermarks, paleography, contents of manuscript, and so forth, because

scribes often copied without change any inscription in their exemplar.
Already the union catalog project has contributed much to the study of
early manuscripts.

The two-volume handbook that came out as a result of

this project, while extremely uneven in the quality of its articles, is a
long overdue methods manual . 75 The articles in the first volume give the
impression that they were composed rather hurridly and, as it were, off
the top of the head.

Ironically, this superf1cial ity may be more appro-

priate for fulfilling the goal of the handbook, that is, allowing archivists to become aware of what characteristics of a manuscript are con-

sidered most valuable and how to describe them. 76

Other articles (espe-

cially in volume two) are rather detailed and could profitably be read
even by those who are already familiar with the respective topics. 77
cn~CKOM cnaBRHo-pyccK~X pyKon~ceCi xv B.' xpaH.Aut"1XCR
AE 3a 1971 200, Moscow, 1972, p. 392, and by M. E. EynraKOB,
"K 11an1po0Ke oT11enbHb1x pyKonHce~ L(rA/lA," CoeemC'KUe aµrue111, 1972, N' 4.
pp. 59-64.
npeABapv1TeJlbHblM

a CCCP,"

(75) Memoau~ecKoe noco6ue, no onucaHu~ c~aeRHo-pycc,rux pyKonuceu d!1.R
CeooHoeo Kcunarzoea pyKonuceu, xpaHRU/UXCR e CCCP, vol. 1, Moscow,
1973, Memoau~ecKUe peKOMeHoauuu
vol. 2 (two parts), Moscow,
1976.
(76) The handbook has already had an effect upon descriptions. The recent catalog from L'viv about music manuscripts (Homo~iHiumpyKonucu
XVI-XVIII cm. Hcunarzo2, compiled by '1. n. /lcHHOBCbKH~ and 0. 0.
ilabo6aHa, under the editorship of~- H. manos, L'viv, 1979, 101 p. +
11 illustrations) used M. V. Braznikov's schema for describing song
books, which had appeared in volume one. However, none of the 142
Ukrainian mss would be noted in the union catalog as presently constituted. The L'viv catalog is in an offset format with poor quality illustrations. The descriptions are brief providing designation, date external form and condition, number of folios, size, type
of writing, character of the artistic form, glosses, and library nu~
ber. There are four indexes: name, geographical, subject, and list
of writers and artists.
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(77)

In particular. I have in mind these articles:

C. A. KnenHKOB,

This consideration alone suggests that the issuing of a revised, improved
published edition might be proposed.
When completed, the union catalog of early Slavic manuscripts should be a
major contribution to archeographical and codicological studies. 78 There
have already been proposals for similar catalogs covering Latin, Greek,
Armenian, and other kinds of manuscripts in the Soviet Union.
CONCLUSION
While Soviet codicologists have made great progress in describing manuscripts, there remains much to be done:

(1) describing collections and

manuscripts that have not been described before or described unsatisfac-

"On11caH11e APeBH11x pyccK11x 0611XOAHblX nepenneToB" (pp. 51 -64) ; 6. M.
Knocc and R. C. nypbe, "PyccK11e neTon11c11 XI -XV BB. MaTep11anb1 AllR
on11caH11R)" (pp. 78-139), and 0. 8. TBoporoB and B. A. Pb1611H,
"MaTep11aJ1bl K KJ1acc11<t>11Ka~1111 PyccKoro xpoHorpa<t>a" (pp. 140-164). In
addition, the articles on parts of the Bible (Apocrypha and Apostolos), and on church service books may be the first serious work
published on these topics since prerevolutionary times.

(78) Selamanova gave a report on this catalog at a conference held in
Erevan, October 25-27, 1977: H. 5. WenaMaHoBa, "O 'CBOAHOM KaTanore
pyKon11ce~, xpaHRIJl11xc>a B CCCP, '" HoHif,epeHu,Wl no ucmopuu cpec!Heee,weou
nuc'.>1>1eeHocmu u imu2u, Te3uC1J1 ooiuzaooe, Erev an, 1977, p. 14) and at a
conference held in Leningrad, February 14-16, 1979 (H. 6. WenaMaHoea,
11 0

10ArOTOBKe

CaoAHoro KaTanora pyKon1-1ceC1, xpaHR11.1,111xcR s CCCP, 11

flpo6~e.M~ Hay~H020 onUCQHWl pyKonuceu u if,aKCUfal=bHOcO U300HUR nCZMRmHW<OB nucb.MeHHOcmu.

BceC0103Ha5l Hay~HaR KOH¢epeHU,UR, JleHUHcpaO,

14-16 if,eepa/1.fl 19?9 2. Te3ucb1 ooiuzaooe, Leningrad, 1979, pp. 49-50).
Among the other reports at this conference that touch on the same
themes I have been discussing are: Amosov on identifying watermarks
Al 'sic on the fontological aspects of descriptions; Vorob'ev on
fifteenth-century paleography; N. A. Dvoretckaja on describing the
Pogodin Collection at the Public Library in Leningrad; L. I.
Kiseleva on codicological methods in descriptions; 0. A. Knjazevskaja on general questions of paleography in descriptions;
Kostjuzina and Djanova on describing the part of the Volokolamsk
Collection that is at the Historical Museum in Moscow; Kukuskina
on BAN descriptions; I. V. Levockin on collections that have not
been described at the Historical Museum in Moscow; B. N. Morozov on
the completion of the describing of fond 188 at the Central State
Archive for Early Acts (~rAAA); Serbina on descriptions of mss at
the Leningrad Section of the Institute of History (nOHH); and T. V.
Spektorova on the problems of describing one ms from the fourteenth
century at Moscow State University.
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torily; 79 (2) supplementing earlier descriptions with recent findings;
(3)

80

improvement of accuracy in identifying watermarks and more informa-

tion concerning their placement in the codices; (4) more accurate paleographic information, especially concerning changes in hand within each
codex; (5) attention to the way the codices were put together, that is,
more information concerning signatures, quires, and layers; (6) more

attention to the history of each codex; 81 (7) more analysis and general
observations from specialists concerning the codices; and (8) publ ication of these basic reference works on better qua] ity paper with stronger
bindings.
For most of East Slavic history manuscripts are our basic sources, not

only because of the texts they convey, but also as archeological objects.

(79) For examples of work being done in the neglected outlying areas,
see: E. H. Aepra4esa-CKon and H. H. noKposcKHA, '~aAa4H apxeorpact,H4ecKoro H3y4eHH>a CH6HPH," flymu U3Y,,eHWJ opee11epyccKou JZumepa~Yplil u nucllMeHHocmu, Leningrad, 1970, pp. 171-177; A. r
Ay6HHCKaR,
·~aTepHanw YcT~~CKOA 4eTBepTH 1675-1700 rr. no HCTOPHH ceeepHwx
ye3AOB," CeeepHbZU aµ;ceo2pa¢u-,,ecKUu c6opHUK, vol. 1, Vologda, 1970,
pp. 497-505; CeeepHb1e nucz.ioeb/e KHuzu comHU1.ib/ u ruwnexHU1.il>I XVI a.
(= CeeepHbZU aµ;ceo2pa¢u-,,ecKUU c6opHUK, vol. 2), Vologda, 1972 (the
entire issue--14 articles--devoted to publication of documentary
sources with brief descriptions of mss); C. A. nonos,

11 PyKonHCHble

H CTapone4dTHble KHHrH vl3 ct>OHAOB 06eH6ypKCKoro o6naCTHOro KpaeseA-

4eCKoro My3e,a," KbotoypaJZbCKUU aµ;ceozpa¢u-,,ecKUU c6opHUK, Ufa, 1973,
pp. 388-389 (briefly describes one seventeenth-century chronograph);
and 8. A. 06opHH, "AoKyMeHTbl XVI I--Ha4ana XVI II eeKa e pyKonHcHwx
ct,OHAax My3eee nepMcKoA o5nacrn ( KpaTKHA o53op)," YpaJZbCKUU aµ;ceozpa¢u-,,ecKUu exezoiJHuK 3a 1972 zoo, Perm', 1974, pp. 111-120.
(80) A suggestion for future development of manuscript descriptions and
for facilitating information retrieval was made by Daniel C, Waugh
in a talk presented at the Institute of Russian Literature in
September 1975. Waugh proposed that all present descriptions be fed
into a a computer. Then changes, corrections, and additions could
be made more easily. Also this would make available to researchers
outside the Soviet Union such typescript catalogs as those that are
in the Manuscript Division at the Lenin Library (r6Jl). (A list of
those collections for which typescript catalogs exist can be found
in Patricia Kennedy Grimsted, Archives and Manuscript Repositories

in the USSR. Moscow and Lenin{JY'ad, Supplement I: BibliogPaphical
Addenda, lug, Switzerland, 1976, p. 89; see also Jl. B. THraHoea,
11
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n0Ar0T0BKa

KaTanora-cnpaso4Hv!Ka pyccKo-cnaB.RHCKHX pyKonHcellf

(PyKonHCHb1e co6paH11,a rocyAapcTeeHHoA 6H5nHoTeKH CCCP HM. B. H.
neH11Ha) , '·' flymu U3Y,,eHWJ opeeHepyccKou .!lumepamypl!I u nucllMeHHocmu,
Leningrad, 1970, pp. 148-160.) Waugh's proposal is clearly the
only long-term plan that makes any sense.

The thoroughness of descriptions of these manuscripts can be seen as an
adequate guage of the seriousness of literary and historical work being
done,

Ti'llle and again it has been shown that not having examined the man~

scr~pts closely or not having adequate descriptions at hand has led researchers to faulty conclusions.

The descriptions of the Uspenskij

Codex, the parchment manuscripts in BAN, and the Efrosin codices have set
high standards for any work on Slavic manuscripts presently being done or
planned not only within but also outside the Soviet Union.

(Bl) Extremely helpful for determining the past locations of extant manuscripts are the attempts at figuring out the compositions of monastic 1 ibraries.

See, for example:

P.

n.

AMvtTpHeBa,

JlHTepaTypa B COCTaBe MOHaCTblPCKHX 6H6JlHOTeK
6e1103epcKoro,

Bo.noKonaMcKoro MOHaCTb1pei1

1-1

11

C0eTcKafl

xv-xv I BB. (KHpHJ1J10-

Tpo1114e-Cepn,1e0oi1 naapbt),

11

'"':'3'Jl, vol. 23, 1968, pp. 143-170; B. H. <!>nopR, "O peKOHCTPYK~HH
C~CTaBa AP€BHepycCKHX 6vt6JlHOTeK, 11

,lJpeeHepyccKoe UCKyccmao. PyKO-

nucHa.R KHU2a, vol. 1, Moscow, 1972, pp. 52-59; P. n. aMHTpHeBa,
"B0n0K0J1aMCKHe 4eTbH c6opHHKH XVI B. ," TO)JPJI, vol. 28, 1974, pp. 202
230; A. A.

3HMHH,

11

v13

HCTopa,11,1

co6paHVU1

pyKom1CHblX

KHHr

lt1ocv1¢0-

BonoKOJ1aMCKOro MOHaCTblPR," 3anucKU Omoe.ria pyKonuceu IT.11, VO 1 • 38,
1977, pp. 15-19· n. 6. 6enoBa and M. 8. KyKyWKHHa, ·~ HCTOPHH
H3Y4€HHfl H peKOHCTPYK~HH DYKOnHCHoro co6paHHfl AHTOHHeeo-Cv1i1CKOi1

6H6nHoT,eKH, '' J'.timeµiaAbz u coo6ujeHUR no !f,qHoCJ.M Omoe.ria pyKonucHou u
peOKOU KHUcU, edited by M. B. KyKyWKHHa, Leningrad, 1978, pp. 154187. See also the work of Rozov on bibl iogeography, that is, codex
migrations:

H. H. Poaos, 11 06 1,1cc.neAOBaHHH reorpactn14ecKoro pac-

n:....,r:TpaHeHH.A

PYKOn\.1CHOi1

KHHnt

no

MaTepi,ianaM

Co¢Hi1CKOi1

61,16JWIOT€KH) ,

11

U3y1<eHUR ope6HepyccKou .1Zumepamypu u nuc1>.MeHHocrrzu, Leningrad,
1~;], pp. 160-170; idem, "HcKyCCTBO KHHrH APeBHei1 PycH H 6H6J1HOreorpa<!>HR (no HoBrOPOACKo-ncKOBCKHM MaTepHaJlaM),'' .[lpe6HepyccKoe
ucKyccm6o, Pyi;onucHa.R KHUca, vol. 1, 1972, pp. 24-51. Also helpful

fl: · .,

in pinpoi·nti·ng places of codex copying is work on illuminations and
decorative headings and letterings; see, e.g., H. B. HnbHHa,

,lleKOp:mTU6HOe o!f,opt,tfleHue ope6HepyccKUX KHU2. Ho6c0po0 U flCK06, XIIxv 66., Leningrad, 1978. Recently a non-Soviet scholar has done
extremely valuable work on nineteenth-century collections of manuscripts that subsequently were dispersed: A. K. Yo (Daniel C.
Waugh), "K "13y~eHHR HCTOPHH pyKonHcHoro co6paHHR n. M. CTpoeBa,"
TV)JPJI, vol. 30, 1976, pp. 184-203, and vol. 32, 1977, pp. 133-164;
Daniel C. Waugh, The F. A. ToZstoi' CoUection: The Slavic Manu-

scPipts in the Collection of Count F. A. Tolstoi; Materials on the
HistoPy of the Collection and Indexes of FoPmeP and CuYTent Code
NumbePs, Zug; Swi·tzerl and, 1976; a 1so published as C.rza.6.RHCKUe
PYKOnucu conpcmw, Cb. A. To.1Zcmo20. MameµiaAu K ucmopuu co6p::,HU5Z u
YKa3ame.rzu crrupbZX u H06bZX U!U¢po6, Leningrad, 1980. And, finally, see
1

also 6. A. rpaAOBa, 6. M. Knocc, and B. H. Kope4KHH, "K HCTOPHH
ApxaHrenbCKOH 6H6J1HOTeKH A. M. ronH~blHa ," AE 3a 1978 200, Moscow,
1979, pp. 238-253.
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